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Dear Paddy,

'Goodness gracious', as my grandmother used to say: no sooner than
I thought I had got rid of your effusions than I find another lying under
the pile on my table which accumulated while I was getting on with Cargill's
"Hiaries and CorrespondenS5« due for early publication as Vol.VIII of the
Pacific Jlistorv Series.

I'll answer it someday in so far as T hnow the ansvrers - it seems
to concern mostly recently colonization ventures on Chrisimas, concerning
which I am unlikely to be sm authority as my research on the G & E ends
at 1F92 (bar the bibliographical project).

Put the last two paragraphs of your letter deal with the Danaban
case and'I feel that as my oldest and most trusted friend, and the only
person I know who barracks for the Tanabans, I should in all honesty
explain why I cannot go to the U.K., as I see it.

Some two years ago I saw Sir El\^yQ Jones (representing the Banahans)^
Mr Macdonald (then his No.2), and Kr Brown (their solicitor, a very decent
soul). After a day or two of discussion on the Banabau case, at which
Tehulfe and an ex—employee of the T.F.C. (once engaged on some replanting
stunt on Ocean Island) were'usually present. Sir Elwyn asked me if I was
prepared to give evidence in London during the bearing of the case.

IJalf—expecting this and having thought it over pretty carefully
in advance J replied 'no, definitely not'. ffr '.acdonald then enquired
why and I answered: Tecausc the British Government would infallibly break
me, as they broke Eliot and Quayle Bickson and would liave broken Grimble
had he not reneged'.

There ensued some whispering between Gir K. a«cl Macdonald, in which
I caught the latter enquiring 'could they do it' and the former stating
something about the Official Secrets Act. Sir Flwyn then asked me what
I thought the P.G. would do and I replied that I had little idea at this
stage but would expect them to start ^nth cancelling my pension, then my
wife's wlfiow's pension, then bring pressure to hear on the Australian
Government to prevent her getting an Australian old age pension, and that
then they would get to work seriously on what was left.

Someone asked if I was suggesting that the E.G. would act illegally
and I replied that I had never suggested it: there were sufficient loop
holes in the legislation to enable everything to be done in the gentlemanly
manner in which they had treated other k.Cs who had possessed the temerity
to offend the B.P.C. Tebuke at some stage agreed that I was not exagger
ating and that other European officers bad suffered for helping the Banahans
and that he would never press me to give evidence himself.

Sir hlyyn said that he could get a letter guaranteeing me immunity
from the Attorney-General and I asked him if he seriously thought that the
A.-G. did the hatchet work for the B.G. All necessary action would be
taken at a far lower level (in more senses than one) so that the A.-G.
could keep his nose beautifully clean.
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I heard the Macdonald of the Isles whispering 8(snething abont
issuing subpoenas and the question was dropped; until last year iAan he
turned up quite unexpectedly at ir,y home and produced a typed letter signed
(l thinlc) by some Treasury official saying that in the event of my giving
evidence no action would he taJcen against me by II.M.O, I said that I
doubted if it was worth an;Jrthing; aad since then my solicitor has doubted
if it could be used as an estoppel against any legal action.

!'r f acdcj^ld thereupon came out with a statement that the Eanabein
Council would pay my pension and my wife's widow's pension in the event
of it being curtailed or cancelled. Tebulce might for a year or so, for
he is a generous soul, but as my solicitor pointed out hcr.ir does one sue
the Banahans and what is it going to cost each time? And nothing is
surer than the fact that when the Eanabans lose, as they will, Tebuke, who
has spent hundreds of thousands on the case, is goirg to he toppled and
anything he promised repudiated.

S'. V next ^:acdonald gambit was that he would take out an insurance
r-!*" policy to operate on the same eventualities occurring. fiy solicitor tried

to ari'ange this in Australia hut not even Lloyd's agents would touch itI X*

, -V • with a barge pole, Mr Brown then tried in England with, I believe, the
L same result. In any case Mr Macdonald was candid enoughtto admit that

IV.
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any insurance would have to be taken out abeoad or the B.G. Ifould simply
have it cancelled.

Incidentally, I Duist admit that Mr Macdonald was very honest in all
he said. lie admitted that when I spoke to Sir l.lwyn in Sydney he thought

Xi' I was exaggerating, hut that subsequent mishaps which had befallen .him,
resulting I gathered in Sir Llwyn having to tackle high.'^ips in the B.G.

, (sir Llwyn is now the Labour Solicitor—General) to save his professional
♦ standing, had made him change his mind (at least to a degree).

As a result of a few harmless remarks on television, so ambiguous
that one could not possibly say that I was on one side or another, I was

t . V' . ❖ siimmonsed to a patty given by the Assistant high Commissioner here,
ostensibly to meet the Assistant -.o.?". (who, not to my surprise, turned

• , out not to he in Australia at all). Mere I was treated like royalty
V"" \mtil after dinner, when I was asked more than once to give my views on

\ ^ the I'anaban question (which they were well briefed on), I politely
•; declined and was pointedly igjiored frwi then on. I never hope to go

oV V,;": through such an ordeal again, hut it put me wise as to what was in store
for me if I did not toe the party line.

r V O'V. Again, Sir Llwyn asked if I could arrange for a search to be made
of the B.P.C. archives in the Australian Canmonwealth Archives in Melbourne.
So I duly fixed with lima 0(Erien, a reliable searcher, to start on this

j l'-. • .".i.t;

••• chore when a colleague from the Bniveraity of ! cw England at Amidale, idio
• - t4t . .

>>'•> ;'V ^as working for his I'h.D, there on the old Pacific Phosphate Ccmipany, was

t'
« .

i >l i

suddenly told that all records were closed. Me continued to work there
. Vj,"*' on some non-B.P.C. records and found himself next to a Mrs Garaty (I've
'• I ' got the name somewhere) who, with archival assistance, was culling the

P,P.C. records for anything conceivably bearing on the case and putting
'"V it into a suitcase idiich was taken in a special car to Gonmisaion h'q

every evening.

,''hv •*#1:
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I realized then that no holds vere goins to be barred, and that
British pressure was sufficient even to close Australian Cotnraonwealth
Archives so that correspondence could be abstracted (breaking all
archival integrity). Does one need to be cynical to conjecture that
all correspondence Helping the Cossixssion could be produced as evidence
and anything helping the Banabans not produced?

I need not enlarge on. the fact that the very riunour that I may
give evidence for the Panabans has seesiingly alienated me from people
whom I had regarded as friends, both here and in the (iilberta. You will
have read the reraarks of the Chief Minister in the Gilberts about people
paid to give evidence by the Eanabans. Presumably the B.G. must have
done a good job in persuading the Gilbertese that the Banabans are aiming
to cheat then oiit of the funds which would othen/ise be spent on their
own developsient.

It has been put to me that (a) the fact that I am not actually
employed by the B.G, at the mocient does not mean that I can give evidence
which would militate against their interests so long as I enjoy a pension
(which is in any case given by grace and not to the graceless); and that
(b) apart from anything else decent people do not bite the hand that feeds
then, or let down the side for which they signed on voluntarily to bat for.

^ftat finally clinched matters ims the material apparently being
collected fr(sn Fennedy, and no doubt frea otlier sources (for I bad
gathered as much from the Gilberts before you wrote). Presumably the
B.G. is collecting all this not for fun, but for use.

As 1 see it, then, should I go to England I can be subpoenad (l
can't be here, as Mr Macdonald has found out). Then if I stay mute I
can be gaoled for cont«sapt of Court; and if I speak I can be gaoled for
breach of tlse Official Secrets Act. If I survived, the British Attorney-
General will marshall every scrap by Kennedy or anyone else who could be
found to destroy the crddibility of my evidence by destrojdng ny character.
And once the show is over the Panabans may be left writh three millions (or
whatever the sum ^ich they claim may be) and I ara left without a pension
and on my death my wife is left without any financial support.

I spoke to a very decent Foreign Affairs mac here who is handling
the Australian GovemiEent end of this multinational show, and he advised
me to become an Australian citizen before leaving the country. This we
are doin^ as a precautionary measure though 1 hate being forced at the
age of 70 to renounce my British citizenship. And in any case it only
helps as long as the Labour Governroent is in here, for M the Country
Party soraewhat naturally would have no time for anyone who resulted in
an increase in the price of super to the Australian farmer.

I have written all this to you in confidence, Paddy, for I have
no one to talk things over to and sometimes I feel that I am getting
paranoid with the worry. It has affected'by health quite markedly of
late and if I live to give evidence I know I should not live much longer
once the E.G. got going (first in Court and then after).

• .'M,
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As for the Spring in England \diich yon mention I don't see much
prospect of seeing it in the Suprrane Court. 1 have, ss you possibly
knoif, a tricky pylorus condition in which my pylorus closes at times of
stress, when I am laid prostrate in agony, Ilr Erowa has accordingly
laid on a nursing home and doctor for me in the event of my going. I
should have to he under sedation, with drugs to alleviate the pylorus pain
(I've never found anything tliat did any §oog bar a pint of Buiness), and
I should he far too worried to notice ^diether it was mid-nnnter or mid
summer.

I must say that it seems to me hard that in the very last years
of my life, when I am old, tired, and ill, i should he dragged out,
expected to travel across the world, subjected to what fir fiacdonald
tenued 'the most rigorous cross—examination' by England's Attorney-
General and leading Queen's Counsel, only to have mj character ruined,
my.self made penniless and friendless, and honor left with out any support
after my death (which would caiie veiy soon).

Mr Macdonald argued that if you were willing to give evidence I
should be, and it took me in at the time. But since then I gather that.
apart from the material consideration that your private income makes your
pension merely incidental pocket money, your evidence is likely to be of
a purely formal character whereas mine is supposed, to be crucial (though
how I cannot conjecture, for I know nothing about whether or not the B.F.C,
fulfilled their contractual obligations in attenpting to plant coconuts).

Anyway I've got it all off ray chest now and feel better. Honor,
by the way, has always flatly refused to go; and indeed she could not
conceivably travel to England, on health grounds. Being on permanent
cortisone, and adversely affected by any change in tmperature, she could
never stai\d the journey, or the worry. Even twelve years ago she only
made it as far as Honolulu, where she was in hospital for weeks.
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Yours ever.
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V/oe is me.' You speak of a spate of letters from Suva
reaching your professorial desk, hut 1 must say that you seem more
than ahle to hold your own - though you have not yet replied to
that in v/hich 1 had to reprove you for producing such a slipshod
and inaccurate list of British warships visiting Christmas Island.
(I v/onder v/ho the cynic was in the Admiralty v.-ho arranged with
Their Lords of the Admiralty to send HMS "Reindeer" there I)

2, Enough - I always welcome and enjoy your letters, hut your
Personal and Confidential one of the 29th January was of a rather
different hue. You may - I do not know - have heen expecting a
swift reply from me and, if that is so, I am sorry if you have heen
disappointed. But I was almost numhed- v;ith shock - and outrage -
when I read your letter and, as I always do with such unpleasant,
rude or outrageous letters, stuck it in my desk for a v/eek and
tried to forget ahout it,and than see whether, after the lapse of
a week or two, my views were still the same as when I first
perused it.

3. Having now re-read your letter, I still feel the same as when
I first read it, and my advice to you is short and simple - DONT
GO TO LONDON. Being of a possibly less phlegmatic character than
I am, your letter at times verged on the hysterical. That is no
criticism; if I were huilt the way you are, I should prohahly have
written in the same vein. And, what v/ith one thing and another,
you s eem to have experienced enough to neutralize the ne3:'ve of an
old Buffalo. But I still think the answer is short and simple -
DONT GO TO LONDON. You will feel that such action will result in
criticism (say, from the Banahans, though I note that you state
that I'ehuke would never himself press you to give evidence); hut
if one's health, indeed, one's whole future is at stake, one is
entitled to take the answer which will safeguard Both, quite apart
from reassuring nonor.

4. This is the more so since apparently the issues on which your
evidence is likely to he sought (coconut-planting, and use of too
srreat a nronortion of royaliiEs By the GEIC Governmsnt) are mattersSholly 0? largely beyond your ben. If you did indeed possees vital
information on such matters, you would really he faced with a
dilemma; hut you are not. If your "friends" feel that. By not
giving evidence, you are letting the Banahan side down, then so he
it - they do not deserve to he called your friends any longer.
nut I guess that that is something that you will simply have to
live with for it is impossible to explain to them alas all the
facets of the problem which you have recorded in your letter to me.
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.. 5. ± am no-c going to answer your letter in detail (as j was
'"yAv.t.;'"^trained to do 42 years ago in the office at Ocean Island by one

T. •' « VJ ,J * —»-«• rr \ •> I -r n L_ J -HEM), but I have one or two comments to make:-
v'.-i h'-tA—ly:-''?- (a) in naragranh 3 of your letter (why don't you number your

v ^• paragraphs !) you explain why you cannot go to the UK as
'r'_ you see it, and then in later paragraphs (e.g. paragraph

" "V/'J. vf//I• 20 about taking out Australian citizeriship before leav-••• '^miting the country, paragraphs 21 and 22jr; I (annot quite
"• , make out whether you have crossed the Rubicon or not;

• (b) paragraph 10 - you think the Banabans will lose; I am
not so sure; I certainly do not think that they will
gain v/hat they are seeking, but they might be av/arded
some compensation I think; but that's merely a personal
view;

(c) paragraph 12 - v/hat happened to Macdonald is alarming ia
say tprleast. (Elwyn Jones is now, of course, lord

' Chancellor in the present Government);
(d) paragraphs 14 and 15 - and this is really hush-hush

please - I happen to know that both the British Govern-
- ment and the BPC have both had hundreds of photocopies

made of all relevant correspondence in these Archives,
I know this of the British Government as the chaps were

•fcL''Ixf.Jf'-there early last year v/hen I started to act as Archivist
4'v but the point about the BPC was told me conversationally

1'" 0';;J • by Bruce Burne recently. I wonder if that is generally
•Iri.?"•«"known. He added that the Banabans were absolutely

4forbidden access to documents in the closed period; ^
(e) paragraph 16 - I had not read the remarks of the Chief

' Minister about folks who give evidence for the Banabais.
Did you see his letter to the Loncion limes recently ?
I can let you ha"© a copy if you wish. Quite a go^d
letter but spoilt by certain totally untrue assertions;

. (f) paragraph 24 - as to my giving evidence, see later in
• this letter. But your second sentence about my private

income is absolute nonsense. True, I am fortunate enougiiu." have a mo(aest private income, but I certainly could
not live on it quite apart from the generous allowance 3
make to Delia (More of this when we ^eet; its not a

* private suitable subjecy to write about). My income comprises
about a third of my total income (i.e. pensions), but

. " : ^ far less when Delia's allowance is subtracted. No, mjf
pensions from no less than eight different territories

v-r
-f- .

'v. Aj

,f are essential to me;

- , . 6. No, I think the arguments in your case are absolutely
1/ dompellimg - your health; Honor's health; your lack of specific

knowledge about the crucial subjects for discussion; and theA':';;':-' possible serious disastrous consequences if you do give
^••5^:^:, evidence. I have said DONT GO TO LONDON, and surely you can
V"procure a medical certificate of some description stating that,

your present state of health, it would be inadvisable for
you to travel. But, whether you can or not, I still say DONT GO
TO LONDON.
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7. i3ut, having said all that, after reading your letter, I have
willy-nilly been compelled to reconsider my own position. V/hen
I told you that I was going to London to give evidence in the
case for the Banahans, and urged you to go too, I had no idea of
the vast number of considerations mentioned in your letter. When
Macdonald first sounded me out I refused, on the ground that I
could not see that I could give any useful evidence on any point.
When he approached me for the second time, he pointed out that I
could give some evidence on the, for example, legisMion passed
in Fiji after the Banabans settled here. That made some sense,
though 1 could not see how germane it was to the case; but he
assured me that it would be. I got the impression - though I may
be wrong - that he felt that if he could trot out as heavyweight
witnesses Messrs. waude and Macdonald, it v/ould do the Banaban
case a lot of good, even if their evidence was not in itself
very germane to the issues in the case.

8. However, I was still a bit reluctant, which was why I would
have felt better if you v/ere along tooi But I still refuse to
believe that my evidence would be anything like crucial in the
case.

9. And here, in view of youriemarks about your taking out
Australian nationality, I should iell you that I took out iffijian
citizenship in 1971. Unless X had done so I should not have been
allowed to work here, the argument being that such work as I do
can be done by anyone I But one day I may well try to take out
UK citizenship again and I gather that there is no insuperable
obstacle to this. For example, if I grew pretty old out here, it
would be difficult to live on one's ovm and there is really
nowhere to go, as there is in the UK.

10. Anyway, I had never envisaged, until the receipt ®f your
letter, that HI4G could possibly stoop to such action as you cite,
Uov/ I am horrified, not only for you, but also for myself. I
refuse to risk being reduced to a poverty-stricken ex Colonial
Civil Bervant who has sweated it out for the best part of 40
years in the service of HFIG.

11. So, for the reasons given in your letter and in the
preceding paragraphs, I too propose nov\r to decline to give
evidence. As I say - as in your case too - if my evidence was
crucial, it would be a real dilemma; it is obviously not, in
which case I do not see why I should run such a risk. (I also
doubt whether Macdonald - in the UK - carries heavy enough guns
if things became difficult). I shall probably wait until early
April and then cable home some excuse which cannot be gainsaid,
(I was wanted home about the end of April). But, you v;ill of
course keep this to yourself.

12. Meanwhile, be of good cheer, aid take Abraham Lincdia's
advice to 'stop still and saw wood'. Once you have taken tie
decision, you will feel better, but of course the timing must be
your's in your case.

My love to Honor; 1 wi^J^nswer your other letters soon.
iCf

r"
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'v: m77 Arthur Circle, Forrest,

A.C.T, 2603, Australia,
27th February, 1975.

'X

My dear old P.D.fl.,

No, I vas not expecting a swift reply to my letter re the London
jaunt; and indeed I had half thought that I would not get one at all.
As you rightly say ny letter verged on hysteria, the reason being that
I had just received yet another of a series of importunities from London
and was at my wit's end to know what to do for the best.

2. Anyway writing to you acted as a catharsis and then a friend
dropped in and was able to give me swae sage 6ind calm advice which, by
a singular coincidence, happened to coincide with that in your own letter.

3, So I sat me down and wrote the enclosed letter to Mr E.M,L, Brown
to which, not surprisingly, I have received no reply. I owe you an
apology for one sentence in it, that reading 'I am not aware that any
other expatriate has done so muc}i for them, or has a tithe of my Imowledge
and interest in their affairs and future', because of course you have
probably as much knowledge of, and interest in, them as I have. But at
the time I was thinking of the British GovemBient's 'experts' and, in
particular, the Catholic Bishop whom they allegedly flew froa Tarawa to
London as their leading authority on the Eanahans and their customs, I
am told that he had only recently taken over office and had conceivably
never met a Fanaban,

4, V.Tiat had puzzled me most was ^diy Kr John Facdonald wanted me to
give evidence at all. His letter is with my solicitor but I remenber
that he said that he proposed to ask me four questions: all so trivial
and rmote frcm the issues involved that they could not have possibly
justified the expense of my journey, lience I feared that there was some
hanky-panky which I did not understand,

5, But your letter has made it all clear. They wanted us, not for
the intrinsic value of any evidence which we could give (which was
virtually nil) hut in order to he able to parade two senior Uoverniaents
sej-vants in front of the Court as being, by virtue of their very voluntary
presence as witnesses for the Banabans and therefore hostile to the Crown's
case, convinced that the Government which they had been serving at the
time was guilty of wrongful conduct.

6, I'm not so sure that the Government was wrong in the context of
the time, though it would certainly be morally wrong if it attempted the
same sort of behaviour today. Times change and so do we. But the
present Government seems to have a most infernally guilty conscience, or
why the closing of archives and refusal to disclose information? You
will have heard in the news that the case has already he^fun in the High
Court; 'with the islanders demanding production of Crown docximents, and
the Crown claiming Crown privilege on them'. 1vidently no holds are to
he barred, and it could he unwise to become part of the meat in the
sandwich.
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7. Re Australian citizenship, there is really no problero as the
Australian Government have assured us that ve can continue to be U.E,

»-• • >• , .citizens as well, and indeed have advised us to carry two passports:
• ' . to get into England and an Australian to get out and back.here

• again. Sounds sensible enough,
'".izT-:. *

8, I never saw the Chief Minister's letter to The Times, but Australia
House in the Strand sent me Tebulce's reply, I'll swap if you havn't got
the second,

- S'

4.

9» As for your own going it was always a calculated risk, but I never
V considered that it was much of a risk, I doubt if the'British Government

would do anything in your case; and quite possibly nothing in mine, other
than to wite me off as an outlaw who had let down the side. Also you

.i wanted to go to England for other reasons, whereas neither of us ever did:
if only because we cannot afford the waste of time.

• ' ' reliible evidence)'.

10, I see that I have also to thank you for two other letters and take

r f this opportmiity of doing so, Ee your favour of the 31st you evidently
'l have a nose for old warships which I lack, hut I have filed the infomation
- , : , , ^ and indexed it under 'Christmas Island: alleged visits of warships kindly

supplied by P.B.M. (to he regarded with caution unless supported by more

.• • •'. t .
11, As regards your of the 23rd, please see my comments below;-

4- . . (1) Para, 3, I'm sure I replied to jrour para, F, but if not I should
V have thanlced you for your offer but said no need to send a copy
• of this invaluable report because I almost certainly have it

i ' filed someidiere and.in any case shall never write anything on
Christmas again, especially since Gaynor is producing the book
of books on that island,

(2) Para, 6, I don't think the,Republic of Timgaru (or whatever the
GE'I IC is to be called) has the slightest intention of relinquishing
Christmas, Mr Patrick Reardon, the Financial Secretary, was here

f k to tea on Sunday and full of plans for developing the island.
- Apparently the salt pans alone are worth big money and a conmercial

.4,1'^, V company is to commence exploiting than. And settlment plems are
: , ..h '1', V well under way, lie regarded Christmas as one of the brightest
^k , jewels in the Oilhertese crown.

V

. .::a

>4

V

i' ^5) I'ara, 7, Yes, it is sad because there is nothing in either Report
,'Y/, , ' • ; • •• ' • • ----- . -j.-

• which could afford comfort to the enemy or affect the sovereignty
• '•''jL " question today, I have never regarded the existence of the

jk' • v- Reports, however, as secret, nor their titles. Only their contents
^ in so far as they concern sovereignty, h'ine—tenths of the material

is taken from unrestricted documentation.ar 'v

• • •

it

(4) Para, 8, I am glad you impressed Bruce, though not apparently to
the extent that he mentioned my consummate expertise in a letter
which he sent me last week about the training of an archivist cum
librarian for the Gilberts.
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12., The rest of your elegant prose I have duly noted and particularly
the fact that you will duly do some work on those serials sometime
and that you are now a Fijian (as I bad been told) but are not as yet a
millionaire (c0ntrary to popular opinion). I hear that Ron and Marjorie
CrocoDjbe may be running into trpuble through not having taken the same
simple precaution re citizenship.

13. Vdiich reminds me that young Powle^ was in here the other day
wanting the help of a professional archival searcher in Fiji when he takes
up tmporary residence there soon. So I took the liberty of saying that
you might be open to persuasion if not otherwise engaged — I think that
you Icnow him already.

14. v/liich remainds me that in para. 5 (d) of your letter,of the l6th
(sorry, but I shall never develop your tidy mind - mine darts about like
a grasshopper) I fancy that Rarrie f'acdonald must have been there when
you parried a barrage of impertinent questions re the Eanabans from a
Pritish Government lackey with consmnraate ease and tact, giving away
nothing. You may not tlaink'much of Barrie, but he thinks the world of
your diplomatic finesse; and actually he's got a first-class brain.

13. Please note that I have numbered my paragraphs, idth considerable
difficulty and only out of deference to you; and that there is no para.
12 (a).
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All the best from us both.
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Yours,
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